Revival and Renovation of Water Bodies
Story of Naga Teertham

By
Vivekananda Kendra – Nardep

Location:
It is in the north east of the outer part of Sri Ramanathasamy Temple, Rameswaram. It is in a walkable distance from Main Temple but located outside the temple just backside of Vivekananda Bhaskaram

Merits of the Teertham:
Scriptures say that it removes the evil effects of the Naga Dosham. Taking bath in this Teertham and doing Siva Pooja will get the blessings of Lord Siva for marriage the Bachelors married family men. It gives the Vivaha Prapthi to the devotees. Those who are already married will get resolved of any obstacles in the married life. One can appease the negative influence of planets of Rahu and Ketu and convert it into positive one by doing Teertha snanam and Siva Pooja

Renovation Pooja:
Renovation Pooja for Naga Teertham started on February 04, 2018. With Traditional Turmeric Pillayar Pooja and Milk pouring Ceremony to Snake Gods in front of the Teertham. Many nearby locals attended the function along with our workers.

Renovation Works:
Before the Renovation itself several rounds of cleaning of thorny bushes and removal of waste materials was carried out. Afterwards following works were carried out

- Cleaning of the Teertham
- Cleaning of the Surrounding
- Wall raising
- Protective Iron rods in the walls fixed
- Stairs refurbished
- Gate Repaired
- Walls repainted
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Fully Repainted and Refurbished Walls